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For AR(1) and MA(1) models with irregularly observations, introducing some integer functions, 
we give the expressions of the log likelihood function which make it possible to use the analysis 
of the autocorrelation function of a stationary process. Then, for Bernoulli sampling, we obtain 
the consistency and the asymptotic normality of Gaussian estimates. The idea may be used for 
other sampling schemes. The possibilities are discussed. 
Gaussian estimation * Bernoulli observation * autoregression * moving average 
1. Introduction 
For a stationary Gaussian time series { Y~}, with zero mean, when observed at 
times n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, the log likelihood function can written as 
Ly(0) = N-l[log det Fy(0) + Y'Fy(O)-IY] (1.1) 
where Y'= (Y1, Y2, . . . ,  YN) and Fy(O) = EoYY', 0 being unknown parameter(s). 
Denote 0N as the Gaussian estimate, obtained by minimizing (1.1). The consistency 
and asymptotic normality of 0N are well known, and it is not typically required 
that Y be Gaussian, although (1.1) is based on such an assumption. 
However, it often occurs that the data are not observed at equally spaced intevals. 
There are a number of references indicating how to proceed this case; see Springer 
Lecture Notes in Statistics 25, Time Series Analysis of Irregularly Observed Data 
(1984). There are several main schemes of missing data "patterns"; one is periodically 
sampling, another is that the data is time homogeneously randomly missed. The 
Bernoulli sampling is the simplest example of the latter. This paper develops the 
properties concerning consistency and asymptotic normality, especially for the case 
of Bernoulli sampling. 
Consider a stationary time series {x~}, the observations being made from 1 to N, 
but some data being missed. Suppose {x~} (1 ~ n ~ N) is observed at time nl < n2 ,~ 
• . -<t /m" 
Let 
,Xn.), 
I I=(nl ,  n2, . . . ,  nm), 
r , , (  o ) = Eo xx ' .  
(1.2) 
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The log likelihood function is now 
L1x(0) = m-l[log det FII(0) + X'FII(O)-IX]. (1.3) 
The Gaussian estimate is also obtained by minimizing (1.3). It is hard to discuss 
the asymptotic behaviour of the estimate, due to the randomness of ni, which makes 
(1.3) difficult to evaluate; for example, FII(0) is now not Toeplitz, while in (1.1) it 
is. For the periodically sampled case, ni has some regularity. Several authors have 
discussed this case (see Dunsmuir (1981, 1984), and Murthy (1985)). Using the idea 
of stationary vector time series, under some conditions, Dunsmuir (1981, 1984) 
obtained consistency and asymptotic normality. However, for a more general samp- 
ling scheme, the consistency and asymptotic normality have not yet been obtained, 
even for those simple models. Dunsmuir (1981, 1984) mentioned that Robinson, 
using the idea of varying parameter AR(1) model, obtained some results for the 
AR(1) model, but certain sampling schemes, for example, Bernoulli sampling, were 
ruled out because it was required that the interobservation time be bounded. 
Dunsmuir also mentioned that the proof of Robinson is likely to be able to be 
adapted to a general case, to which the Bernoulli sampled case belongs. From 
another direction, Dunsmuir (1983) proved that under Gaussianity, in one step from 
a v/-~-consistent estimate, a x/~-consistent, asymptotically normal estimate is 
obtained, but with a complicated condition related to the sampling scheme. In this 
paper, we introduce random integers vj- ~) (or u~ °) which allow us to obtain the exact 
expression of the log likelihood function of the AR(1) process (or MA(1) process), 
and then for Bernoulli sampling we naturally obtained consistency and the 
asymptotic normality. The idea of-  ~) (or " ~i)~ vj u  ~ may be used for other cases; for the 
periodically sampled case, the proof is simpler. We will also discuss the possibility 
of the idea being used for high order models in Section 4. 
For the remainder of this paper, Gaussianity will not be required, as in the case 
of equally spaced observations. 
2. Results for the AR(1) case 
Let x,, t being an integer, satisfy the first order autoregressive model 
x, = o~x,_l + et (2.1) 
where et are independent and identically distributed random variables with Ee, = O, 
V (e , )  = 0 "2. The unknown parameter a is constrained to lal < 1 for stationarity. We 
also assume that the fourth moment of e, exists and write 
4 Ee, = 0"4(3 -+ e4). (2.2) 
We assume that whether the data is observed or missed is independent of {x,}. 
Let 
a(n) = {10 i fx,  is observed, (2.3) 
if x,, is missed, 1 <~ n <~ N, 
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if a(j)= a(j+i)= 1, and a(j+ l)= a(j+2)=. . . 
a( j+i -1)=O 
otherwise, 1 <~j <~ N-  i, 1 <~ i <~ N-  1. 
Si ~, . (i) = uj , l<~i<-N-1. 
j= l  




m= E a(n). (2.6) 
.=1  
Denote 0~ = (ao, tro 2) as the true value of the parameter and 0~v = (?'N, 8 2) as the 
estimate of 0o, got by minimizing LH(% tr2). The scheme of Bernoulli sampling with 
a probability p (0 < p < 1; although p is generally estimated from data, we assume 
it is fixed or known), can be expressed as 
ar(a(n) = 1)=p (2.7) 
and {a(n)} is independent of {x,}. Also a(i) is independent of a(j) for i ~j. 
Let 
N 
/~o = N-] Z a(n) x2, 
n=l  
N--i 
. ~i)/_2~ 2 i~  < (2.8) /~o(i) =N-1  Z uj ~xjTxj+i), 1~ N- l ,  
j= l  
N- i  
/~(i)= N-1 E ~° -  Uj A,j~j+i, 
j= l  
l<~i<~N-1. 
Then we have 
N-1  
2/~o= • /~o(i)+ -1 2 x 2 N (x, ,+ ,.,), (2.9) 
i=1 
N-1  
si = m - 1. (2.10) 
i=1 
The above functions can be calculated by using only the observed ata. 
Lemma 1 
(1) det Fn(t~, tr2) = tr 2m [ (1 -a2 i ) / (1 -  ct2)] s' /(1 -,rE). 
k i= l  
N--1 ,-, 2 __ t~2 i )  (2) = (l÷a2)/~o - Z Ro(i)(~-t~2')/(1 
i=2 
N- - I  
-2  Z /~(i)a'(1-t~21/(1 -tZ2') 
i=1 
o2,x  
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Remark. The result is not dependent upon the sampling scheme. We notice that 
F~ 1 is still a tridiagonal matrix, as in the case without missing data. Then we can 
prove the lemma by using mathematical induction. We omit the proof. 
Lemma 2. For the Bernoulli sampling case, 
(1) for any (a, 0-2)~ ( -1 ,  1) x (0, 0o), as N-->0o, 
a .s .  00 
Ln(a, 0- 2) ~f(a,  0-2)=10g 0-2+ ~ p(1-p)~- l log[ (1-a2 i ) / (1 -a2) ]  
i=2 
+ [ 0-2(1 - a2)/(0-2(1 - ag))] 
x 2 Z P(1 -P ) ' - l (1 -a 'a~) / (1 -o~2' ) - I  , 
i=1 
and the convergence is uniform on (a, 0-2) ~ [61 - 1, 1 - 61] x [~2, B3], where 81 and 82 
are two arbitrarily small numbers, 83 an arbitrarily large number. 
(2) f (a ,  0-E)>f(t~o,0-2), as (a, 0-2) e [ -1 ,1 ]  x [0, 0o) 
and ( a, 0-2) # (ao, 0-2) 
Proof. (1) Rewrite f (a ,  0-2) as 
oO 
f (a ,  0-2)=log 0-2+ Z 
i=2 
p(1-p)  '-1 log[ (1-  a2 ' ) / (1 -  a2)] + {(1 + a2)Ro 
-2  
oO 
~., p(1-p)'-a[(o~2-a2')Ro+ a' (1-a2)R,] / (1 - 
i=1  
= a00-o/(1 - a 2) is the autocovariance function. For a positive integer M, where Ri i 2 
and (a, 0 -2) e [61 - 1, 1 - 6~] x [62, 63], 





[ (a2_aE, )Ro( i )+a, ( l _  a )R( i ) l / ( l _a2 , )  0-2 
~K(81,82 ,83)  N[  N~I ,, 1 1 N-1 ] • +x.~+l )+~ ~ s~ __ Ro( l ) +._~ ( x 2, 2 
m /i=M+I N i=M+I 
= K (8~, 82, 63) --N 2/~0- Ro(i) +---m E s , /N . 
m i=~ N i=l 
From the Appendix, as N + 0o, almost surely, 
N/m 1/p, s , /N+p2(1 ,-1 -~ - p ) , Ro + pRo , 
Ro( i )~Ep2( l -p) i - lRo ,  R( i )+p2(1-p) i - lR ,  
We first let N ~ 00, then M-~ 0o, to obtain the result. 
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(2) We have 
where 
f (a ,  0-z)-f(ao, 0-2)=-log A +[0-2(1- a/)/((1 - a2)0-2)] 
oo 
E P(1 -P)  '-~) 
i=1  
x[(1 - 2a %~ + a: ' ) / (1  - a2 ' ) ]  - 1 
- l og  A + [ 0-2(1 - az)/((1 - a2)0- 2) ] 
X 
oo 
E p(1 -p) ' - l [ (1 -a2 ' ) / (1 - t~2 ' ) ] - I  
i=1  
- log A+ A-  1 
~0, 
oo 
A=[0-2(1-a:)/((1-a2)0-2)] I'I [ (1 -a  2')/(1-a2')] v°-p)'-' 
i----1 
is a positive number, and we also can find that when (a, 0 "2) • (t~O, 0-2), there must 
be a strict inequality. 
Theorem 1. For Bernoulli sampling, as N--) 00, 
(1) (0~N, (~2) a.s. A 0-2) 
^2 (2). x/-N(~N -- ao, o'N -- 0-2) converges in distribution to a Gaussian random vector 
with zero mean and covarianee matrix M A 
MA = H~-1(EH1 +[e4/(1-a~)]H2)H?~/p, 
where 
H~(1,1)=2 2a 2-  E P(1-P) ' - l [4 i (1-otZ)a2' / (1-a2')  
i=1  
l / 
i2(1 __ Ce2)2(1 2i 2i--2 ~/  - + ao )ao / (1  - a2 ' )2 ]  (1 - a2)2  
J /  
H,(2,2)= p/0-~, 
co 
/-/2(1, 1)=4 E P(1-P) ' - l [2ot2/(1-a~') -2 i (1-ot2)(1 +ot2')/(1-a2') 2 
i=1  
2 i \  4 i - -2 t  ,e-* +i2(1-a2)2(1+ao)t~o / t i -a2 ' )a l -4a  2, 
H2(1, 2) = H2(2, 1) 
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= - -O~0{ 
oo 
1- g- I; 
i=1 
p(1  _ p ) , -112( !  - a 2) / (1 - ~o 2') 
__ __ 2 i ,  2i-2,(1__0t0) j l / t rO ,  i(1 c%2)2(l+ao)ao / 2i,2,1 / 2
H2(2, 2) = (1 -  a~)212 ~ p(1-p)~-~/ (1  a 2~) 1] /  4 __ __ O-0. 
i=1 
We omit the proof. In fact, the procedure of proof is similar to that in earlier 
references, e.g. Hannan (1973), Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976). In the Appendix it 
is proved that 
x /N(m/  N-p ,  Ro -pRo,  . . . , s,/ N -p2(1  _p) i - l , . . . ,  /~o( i )  
-p2(1 -p) i -~Ro,  /~(i) p2(1 i--1 . . . . ,  - -p )  R , , . . )  
converges in distribution to a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance 
matrix AL. This result and (1) are used for (2). H1/2 is the information matrix. MA 
depends upon e4. If we assume Gaussianity, MA is the same as that given in 
Dunsmuir (1983 ). 
3. Resu l t  for  the MA(1)  case 
For the MA(1) model, since Exixj = 0 ( i - j  >>- 2), Fn has a simple structure. If we 
denote 
x',.s=(X,,X2,.,.,x,), rs= EX,,sX',:, 
we know that the structure of F;-' of the MA(1) model is much more complicated 
than that of AR(1) case (the latter is tri-diagonal). However, Fn is now a block- 
diagonal matrix. We can use this property for our results. 
Now let {x,} satisfy 
x, = e, + be,_l (3.1) 
where e, is the same as in Section 2, and I bl< 1. (bo, is the true value. Let a(n) 
be also the same as in Section 2, and a (0) = a (N + 1) = 0. 
Define 
u(i) {1 
J = 0 
if a( j -  1)= a( j+  i )=0,  a( j )=a( j+ l )  . . . .  - -a ( j+ i -  1)= 1, 
otherwise, 1 <~j <~ N-  i + 1, 1 <~ i <~ N, (3.2) 
N-i+1 
ti ~ . (i) = uj , l<~i<~N, (3.3) 
j= l  
Xj ,  i :  (Xj, Xj+I , . . .  , Xj+i_l) , 
^ 1 N-i+l 
(i) t --I Zi =--N j=, uj Xj . ,F,  (0)Xzi , (3.4) 
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where 
F~( O) = EoXl.,Xi,,. 
Then we have 
N 
E it~ = m, (3.5) 
i=1 
N N N--i+1 
Z a(i) x2= E Z u <.') x ll =, (3.6) j j,z 
i=1 i=1 j= l  
where 
: X j  "~ X)+ 1 "~ " " " "~-Xj+i_ 1. 
Similarly to the results of the AR(1) case, for Bernoulli sampling, as N--> ~,  
a°s .  
t,/ N ) (1 _p)2p,, 
2 i  ..a.s.> (l_p)2p,EooXl,,F~(O)_lXl,, = (1 _p)2p, Tr(F~(0o)Fi(0)-I), 
N a.s. (3 .7 )  
1 E a(i)x 2 ----> pRo, 
N i=1 
1 N- - i+1 a .s .  
- -  E uJ')llX.II ' ip'(1-p)ERo, 
N j= l  
and the convergence of Z, is uniform on (b, o.2) e [81 - 1, 1 - ~1] X [~2,  ~3] ,  where 
Tr(-) denotes trace of a matrix. Also we can easily find that 
N N 
LH( b, o'2) =log o'2+ 1 Y. t, log[ (1 -  b 2'+ 2) / (1 -  b 2) ] + N ~. L .  
m i=1 m i--1 
(3 .8 )  
Lemma 3. For Bernoulli sampling, 
(1) as N-->oo 
LII (b, o "2) a'~'' g(b, o,2) 
= log o .2 + i=1 ~ ( 1 - p)2p ,-1 [ log 
1 - b zi+2 -I 
l _b  E +Tr(F~(O°Oo)F-Jl(O)),J 
and the convergence is uniform on ( b, o.2) e [81 - 1, 1 - 81] x [82, 83], where the 8~ are 
the same as those in Section 2. 
(2) g(b,o.2)>g(bo, o. 2) as (b, o.2)e[-1,  1]x[O, co), (b, o.2)¢ (bo o-20). 
Proof. (1) By (3.5)-(3.8),  the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2(1). 
(2) Re-write g(b, o.2) as 
cO 
g(b, o' : )= Z (1 -p)2p ' - l [ log  det Fi(O)+ Tr(Fi(Oo)l/2Fi(O)-]Fi(O0)]/2)]. 
i=1 
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oo We notice that Y.i=l (1 -p)2pi-l i  = 1 and Tr(B)/> i[det B] 1/~ for a positive definite 
matrix; thus 
CO 
g(b9 0"2)-g(bo, 0"E) >t X 
i=1 
(1 -p)2pi- l i  
i det F~(Oo) ] I [  detf'(O°)- -- l log -1 J  >10. 
x LL det F~(O) z det Fi(O) 
Similarly to the AR(1) case, we can obtain the asymptotic normality of t~9 Zi. On 
the other hand, since Ex~x~+j--0 ([j{> 1), the information matrix can be easily 
obtained; then the asymptotic ovariance matrix follows. 
Theorem 2. By Bernoulli sampling, as N--> ~, 
(1) (b~N,~ 2) -->a's" (bo, o'20), 
A2 (2) x/-N(bN- b09 0"N- 0"2) converges in distribution to a Gaussian random vector 
with zero mean and covariance matrix 
Mw = H31(2H3 + e4H4)H31, 
where 
oO 
H3(1, 1)= E 
i=1 
(1-p)Ep '-1Tr(A~-IA~A~-IA,), 
H3(1,2) = H3(1,2) = Y~ (1-p)2p '-1Tr(A71A, 0"20, 
i=1 




(1 -p)2p'-I Rr( L:A7~ A,AF1L,, L,A; -1A, -1L,)9 
t --1 / 2 /-/4(1,2t /-/4(291) (1 p)2p'-IRr(L:A?~A, As~L,9L,A, L,) = ----- - -  0.0 9 
i=1 




[1 bo ] 
1 bo 0 0 /ii 2bo 1 
°e .  ** " ' .  * * .  
0 1 bo i×.+1) 1 2bo i×i 
Ai = LiL[ and Rr(B, C) = ~ b.c., being the sum of products of diagonal elements 
of two matrices. 
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4. Discussion 
The results of Section 2 are based on F~(a,  0 "2) being a tridiagonal matrix. For 
a high order AR(p) process, when there are no data missing, F~ ~ is a (2p+ 
1)-diagonal matrix. Generally, if there are data missing, no similar result holds. 
However, if there is a data observed, then there are at least (p - 1) data at consecutive 
time points being observed, we find that F~ 1 is a (4p - 1)-diagonal matrix, and (i, j) 
( ] i - J l  ~< 2p-  1), element of the matrix F~ ~, depends only upon some observed time 
points near ni and nj. Thus we may find some regularity of F~I and F~I ~. The difficulty 
may be how to describe the observation pattern. If we assume N = pN1, and that 
at each cycle of p time points the data are all observed or all missing, we can use 
the idea of the vector AR(1) model, and may obtain similar properties of estimation. 
But the results are likely to extend to the case when the number of time points of 
each consecutive observation is not less than p, and not necessarily a multiple of 
p, and that the number of time points of each consecutive missing is not restricted. 
For the MA(1) model, FH(b, 0-2) is a block-diagonal matrix, while for the MA(q) 
model, generally it is not. However, if the number of time points of each consecutive 
missing is not less than q, the matrix F~ is still block-diagonal. There are some 
similar problems as in AR(p) case. If N = qN2, and at each cycle of q time points, 
the data are all observed or all missed, we can also use the idea of vector MA(1) 
model and should obtain the similar results. The results is also likely to extend 
to the case that the number of time points of each consecutive missing is not less 
than q. 
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Appendix 
We give two lemmas concerning the consistency and the asymptotic normality of 
the statistics appearing in Section 2. Although the results hold for generally linear 
stationary time series 
oO oo  
xt = ~, aie,_i, ao=l ,  ~, ai<oo, (A.1) 
i=o i=o 
where {e,} is the same as that in Section 2, we only give the asymptotic ovariance 
matrix in AR(1) case. The following notations is the same as in Section 2. 
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Lemma 4. (1) 
m s i 
N~ P' - - -> p2(1N __p) i - l ,  
/~o(i) -~ 2pg(1-p)'-lRo, 
As N --> oo, almost surely 
Ro -~ pRo, 
/~(i)__> p2(1 ~-1 - -p )  Ri .  
(2) V(Ro(i))<Kp2(1-p)' - ' /N, V(R( i ) )<Kp2(1-p) i - ' /N.  
(3) Let 
c l=[ l+a2p/ (1 -a2) ]o '~/ (1 -a20)  , c2=[ l+a2p/ (1-0z~)]o '4ea/ (1-a~)  
as N ~ oo; then 
N. V (m/N)~a~=p(1-p) ,  
[  4e41 
N. V(R°)-~ a2=p(1-P) _(1-a2) 24 i--a~_] 
[ e4 l+a2  l 
+ p2 _ (1 'a2)2+ (1 -- ~oo)3J 0-~, 
N" cov(si/ N, sj/ N )~ a3( i,j) 
= 8up2(1 - p)~-~ + [2 -  (i + j  + 1)p]p3(1 _ p)~+j-2, 
N. cov(~o(i), ~o(j))~ a4(i,j)= Sij2p2(l_p)~_~ [, 4+ 2a 2~ l+ao  e4 O -4 
1 - - t~ 0 
+412- ( i+ j+ 1)p]p3(1-p)'÷J-2R 
+ 4c~p3( 1- p) ~+j-2( 1+ c~ 2~) (1 + a 2j) 
+ 2c2p3(1 _p)i+j-2(1 + a~)(1 + agJ), 
_ 2i 1 N. cov(R(i),R(j))-~as(i , j )=8~p:(1-p)'- '  [ 1.+_20t~' ao 4 L(1-  ao2) 2 + --------~ e41-ao  tro 
i+j--2 +[2- ( i+ j+ 1)p]p3(1-p) R,Rj 
__ "~i+j--2,, i ,..,j +4clp3(1 /,j ~, o,~o 
+ c2p3( 1--yj" ~i+j-2 ~ ' o'~ o~ ~" i  . j :. 2i + aEj), 
N" cov( m / N,/~o) ~ a12 = P( 1 - p) Ro, 
N .  cov(m/N,  s,/N) ~ a~3(i) = [2 - ( i  + 1)pip2(1 _p),-1, 
N-  cov(m/N,/~o(i)) -~ a~4(i) = 2[2 -  (i + 1)p]p2(1 - p),-1 go, 
N .  cov(m/N, /~ (i)) -~ a~5(i)= [2 - ( i  + 1)pipE(1 -p) ' -~g~, 
N .  cov(/~o, s~/N) -~ a23(i) = [2 - (i + 1)pipE(1 - p) ' - I  go, 
N" cov(/~o,/~o(i)) --> a24(i) 
= 212- (i + 1 )p]p2(1 -p) ' -~ R2o + 4clp2(1 -p) ' -~(1 + a 2') 
x 2c2p2(1-p)i- l(1 + 2i 0~0 )~ 
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N" cov(Ro,/~(i)) "> a25(i) 
= [2 - ( i+  1)p]p2(1-p)i- lRoRi+4clp2(1-p)i- ia~ 
2 i \  i + 2c2p2(1 -- p)i-1(1 + CZo )ao, 
A 
N" cov(s,/ N, go(j))-> aa4( i,j) 
= 8+j2p2(1 -p ) ' - I  go + 2[2- ( i  +j  + 1)p]p3(1 - p)'+j-Ego, 
N. cov(si/N, R (j)) --> a35(i, j) 
_'~i+j--2 rt =3up2(1-p) ' - lg i+[2 - ( i+ j+ 1)p]p3(1-p) r,j, 
N" cov(/~o(i),/~ (j)) ---> a45( i,j) 
=SupE(1-P) ' - I [ (1 6__a~_ 2o)2 t a°( l+a~i) ] l _a4  e4 tr~ 
+ 212-( i  + j  + 1)pip3(1 - p)'+j-EgoRj 
,,v 2i'~ ~,j  +4clp3(1 -P ) i+J -2(  1 + ~0 P~O 
+ c2p3(1 _p)i+j-2(1 + a2~)l + 2 j~ j  t-t O / t , t  0 .  
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Lemma 5. For any integer L > 1, 
v~-N(m/ N-p ,  Ro-pRo,  s,/ N -p2 ,  . . . , sL/ N -p2(1  _ p)L-~,/~o(1) 
-pE go, . . . , Ro( L)_p2(1 _p)L-~ go, 
/~(1) -pEg i , . . . ,  I~( L)-pE( I -p)L-1RL) 
converges in distribution to a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance 
matrix 
At A12 A13 
A2 A23 






where AL is a symmetric matrix, A** being matrices with elements given in Lemma 4. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 4(2) and (3) requires a lot of computation. Using 
the asymptotic properties of finite step dependent stationary time series, then 
extending to the infinite step dependent case, we can obtain Lemma 4(1) and Lemma 
5. This procedure can be used to obtain the asymptotic properties when there is no 
data missed. See also Dunsmuir and Robinson (1981), where, under various condi- 
tions, they established the asymptotic properties for the sample auto-covariances 
of series y, = a(n)x,.  
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